Take a Stand!

DIRECTIONS: Write each word on the correct sign.

Use the words to fill in the blanks in the sentences.

1. We will __________ crab cakes for dinner.
2. The part was played by a ________________.
3. ________________ surged through the crowd.
4. It was all a ________________ to get more candy.
5. May I borrow a ________________ of wire?
6. My new neighbors make too much ________________.
7. Every brand needs ________________ customers.
8. I gave her a bill, but she wanted four ________________.

WORD BANK
ploy
coil
coins
noise
joy
boy
loyal
broil

Diphthongs of the world unite!
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oy: boy, loyal, ploy, joy
oi: broil, coil, coin, noise

1. broil
2. boy
3. joy
4. ploy
5. coil
6. noise
7. loyal
8. coin